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Picture a researcher watching the first 2016 presidential debate. He notices that CNN has listed the hashtag #Debates2016 in the corner of the screen and wonders how many people are using this hashtag and what kind of interactions might result from its use. Or, imagine another researcher reading about the recent Women’s March protests. She asks herself how so many protesters coordinated across such wide geographic boundaries and what specific texts helped mobilize marchers. Where might these scholars begin to answer such questions? For many, the answer is self-evident: social media.

Social media platforms are an increasingly significant site for rhetorical action, and researchers have in turn embraced social media as both an object of study as well as a methodological tool. Working within the confines of the platforms they study, scholars take advantage of each space’s unique affordances and constraints to locate participants and texts. Recent studies, for example, have examined social media’s impact on literacy practices and identity (Babb; Buck), the role of Twitter hashtags in publics and protest (Hayes; McVey and Wood; Penney and Dadas), and YouTube’s potential to facilitate public debate (Jackson and Wallin; McCosker). In these studies and others, social media platforms function as key research tools.

Like any digital technology, however, these platforms are not neutral and are constructed in sometimes-invisible ways to produce the materials researchers have access to as well as their encounters with those materials. Social media platforms offer robust search functions and access to potentially unprecedented amounts of data, and while writing studies scholars have been eager to explore how the rhetorical nature of social media platforms may affect users, they too often have overlooked how these platforms inform their own researcherly interactions. In this article, I argue for a more deliberate methodological consideration of the rhetoricity of social media platforms. More specifically, I suggest that foregrounding the diverse networks of actors—including nonhuman ones—that mediate and create social media spaces equips researchers to account for how the platform constructs our research, and, likewise, how our research practices construct the platform.

Recognizing how the social media spaces we study are assembled builds on long-held assumptions about the importance of enacting reflexive research and enables digital rhetoric researchers to engage more critically—more rhetorically—with the social media platforms we study. To illustrate, I will examine how one particularly ubiquitous set of actors, algorithms, can shape research practices and results on popular social media platforms Twitter and
Facebook. Researchers often rely on algorithmically constructed content—both in the form of “chatbots,” algorithmically automated users that are programmed to create content, as well as data that is a product of our own interactions with the platform—to make claims about the nature of social media. Ignoring algorithms, however, risks ignoring key rhetorical functions of social media platforms. To close, then, I’ll offer heuristic questions to assist researchers in enacting reflective research practices that account for the rhetoricity of social media platforms.

**Researching Social Media**

Writing studies scholars have long recognized that digital writing technologies are not neutral tools: rather, they are “constructed […] with a range of ideologies, differences, and politics at play” (Kimme Hea 274). As early as 1994, for example, Cynthia and Richard Selfe showed how seemingly transparent computer interfaces in fact reproduce class-based power structures. This scholarship—and much more (Arola; Eyman; Selber; Selfe)—speaks to writing studies’ interest in understanding how digital writing technologies like social media platforms are above all rhetorical.

These arguments have also informed conversations about digital research methods within writing studies. Scholars have argued for a rhetorical approach to digital writing research that acknowledges how digital technologies shape the research process, particularly in terms of researcher identity and positionality (Almjeld and Blair; McKee and Porter; Rickly). Most of this scholarship, however, is focused on how digital technologies change researchers’ interactions with human participants. In her study of Facebook and YouTube users’ arguments about marriage equality, for example, Caroline Dadas thoughtfully interrogates her own identity in relationship to her participants, noting how this process can be complicated in digital spaces. Filipp Sapienza similarly describes how his own identity was implicated in a study of an online community, arguing that researchers adopt a rhetorical “flexible positionality” with participants in digital settings (91). Many of these arguments echo feminist researchers’ demands to more closely examine researcher positionality (Deutsch; Kirsch and Ritchie; Kleinsasser). Gesa Kirsch argues that one of the most notable features of feminist research is its commitment to “analyze how the researchers’ identity, experience, training, and theoretical framework shape the research agenda, data analysis, and findings” (5), and contends that researchers “must strive to establish collaborative research relations that include the diverse constituencies that are always party to the literacy events we study” (89). Taken together, this scholarship demonstrates that the field has long recognized research (online and off) as a reciprocal process that results from the relationships that researchers form with the multiple actors that constitute any research scene.

However, writing studies scholars thus far have struggled to account for the abundant nonhuman actors that also participate in our research. Social media platforms demonstrate plainly how technologies, material conditions, cultural values, and the researcher herself all work to create not a transparent, static text but a dynamic rhetorical ecology. Acknowledging the presence of nonhuman research participants—specifically, algorithms—thus extends existing ideas of positionality, reflexivity, and the rhetoricity of research, highlighting how researchers work alongside nonhuman agents to create the digital spaces we study. Simply put,
researchers do not just passively use social media platforms: we actively produce them. If, as Janine Solberg argues, we need scholarship that “considers the structures of the digital tools themselves, and whose practices, values, and investments they represent” (56), then it is important to consider who or what creates social media platforms, how they do it, and to what end—and how that may ultimately shape our research processes and findings.

**Algorithms and the Creation of Social Media Platforms**

While there are many participants responsible for the creation of any digital research context, I turn to algorithms in particular because they so clearly illustrate how researchers work in tandem with nonhuman actors to construct social media platforms. Algorithms are “encoded procedures for transforming input data into a desired output” (Gillespie)—basically, code that automates tasks—and they are essential to any social media platform. As Estee Beck argues, algorithms function as “quasi-rhetorical agents” because “of their performative nature and the values and beliefs embedded and encoded in their structures” (“A Theory”). Users (including researchers) generate information that algorithms can then use to access and deliver content, such as search results, advertisements, or specific posts. In this way, algorithms not only construct social media platforms, but they also serve as a stark example of how researcher identity shapes any (digital) research project.

One important manifestation of algorithms in social media spaces is “chatbots,” algorithmically automated users that are programmed to create all kinds of content. Bot accounts are most prevalent on Twitter but can exist on any social media platform, and “can be deployed by just about anyone with preliminary coding knowledge” (Guilebeault and Woolley). These bots can perform a wide range of tasks from the benign to the more pernicious. While chatbots can share news (“Big Cases Bot”), handle customer queries for companies (Cairns), or even contact elected officials (“Resistbot”), they have also been shown to spread misinformation and shape international politics (Ferrara et al.). Some bots are easy to spot, identifying themselves as such either in their usernames or in their user bios. Not all bot accounts are so recognizable, however, and they are becoming increasingly influential on social media platforms, accounting for an estimated 15% of Twitter users (Varol et al.).

The 2016 U.S. presidential election made evident exactly how instrumental social media bots can be, and raises questions about their role in the future. Twitter bots especially generated a massive number of texts: between the first and second debates, for example, researchers found that “more than a third of pro-Trump tweets and nearly a fifth of pro-Clinton tweets” were from bots, which amounted to “more than 1 million tweets in total” (Guilebeault and Woolley). A researcher collecting tweets for an article on digital
responses to the debate, then, will likely—and potentially unknowingly—encounter some of these bot-generated tweets. Social media bots challenge our conceptions of research participants, forcing digital rhetoric scholars to confront the implications of nonhuman authorship. How might we distinguish between human-generated and bot-generated content on social media? Are there meaningful rhetorical differences between human and bot accounts? How do chatbots change the rhetorical functions of social media platforms, or our understandings of rhetoric itself? These are complex questions, but they will only grow more pressing as bots continue to populate social media platforms. While researchers can consult tools such as Indiana University’s Botometer to help identify bots, the question may become moot as bots grow increasingly sophisticated. Regardless of how rhetoricians theorize chatbots, it’s important for researchers to acknowledge that these automated users produce an ever-larger number of social media texts and are thus an increasingly integral element of social media research.

Social media algorithms aren’t just creating content, however: they’re also collecting information from users, including researchers, and using that data for a number of purposes, including advertising, internal analytics, personalization, and more. Perhaps most relevant to researchers, though, is how data collection tools influence how users locate and access texts on social media platforms. Social media platforms “mediate how information is accessed with personalisation and filtering algorithms” and are dependent on the data users provide, explicitly or otherwise (Mittelstadt et al. 1). Data collection algorithms thus highlight how integral researcher identity and positionality are to digital research.

Twitter’s privacy policy, for instance, notes that it collects information from users, in part to tailor the platform: “We receive information when you interact with our Services […] We use Log Data to make inferences, like what topics you may be interested in, and to customize the content we show you” (“Twitter Privacy Policy”). Similarly, Facebook explains that the information it gathers from users enables them “to deliver our Services, personalize content, and make suggestions for you” (“Data Policy”). Both these platforms use algorithms to keep track of who you interact with, what links you click on, your physical location, and more in order to make decisions about what content to deliver to you. Tarleton Gillespie describes this process as the creation of “calculated publics,” in which algorithms “help structure the publics that can emerge using digital technology” (188). Social media algorithms create specific publics, Gillespie argues, through personalized search results and custom content, thereby shaping public discourse and processes of knowledge production.

It’s easy to see how algorithmically generated “calculated publics” may impact the work of researchers who rely on social media platforms. For example, when I used my Facebook account to search for “women’s march,” I received a number of results, all filtered through my account data. I was directed to posts by my friends, pages my friends liked, nearby events, and even local (ostensibly unrelated) businesses. It wasn’t clear how any of these posts were ordered in the search results, as they varied in terms of comments/reactions, time posted, and location. Facebook presumably drew on my data—and the data of other users algorithms have determined to be like me—to generate the search results it decided best met my needs. Hence, any researcher investigating how
Women's March participants used Facebook to organize and coordinate protests worldwide would have to do it from the position (and resulting research lens) she’s created on Facebook. Indeed, searching Facebook is difficult without an account. Users are unable to search through the Facebook interface without logging in and instead must provide identity markers—through the data users supply in a profile and the data that Facebook collects from an account—to filter any search results or content. In other words, researchers must claim (some kind of) identity in order to use the Facebook platform, and that identity directly affects how the researcher uses the space as well as the content it provides.

Alongside the algorithms that mediate our use of social media platforms, then, researchers construct what Beck calls “an invisible digital identity,” which has the “[profound] potential to shape what users see online and use in their work” (“The Invisible,” 128). In other words, our identities are co-created with social media algorithms, and those identities in turn create the research scenes we study. Because our identities inevitably inform how and what we research on social media, it is therefore essential that we recognize how data collection technologies can amplify, not erase, the significance of our own positionalities.

**Toward Reflexive Research**

Social media platforms—like any research scene—are the rhetorical products of a diverse assemblage of actors. Algorithms are but one set of actors in the construction of these platforms, but they are crucial ones that deserve close scrutiny. Below, I’ve listed some basic questions and procedures that can help researchers to identify, as much as possible, how algorithms and other actors construct social media platforms and how they may influence research findings:

- What data is being collected, by whom, and for what purposes? Make sure you review the privacy or data policies for specific platforms. Free programs like Ghosterly can also help by listing any trackers on websites you visit.
- Can you opt out of data collection? For example, Twitter allows users to do so under “personalization and data settings.”
- Are you triangulating your research by collecting data at different times, and from different computers and accounts? Doing so may draw your attention to any discrepancies that may impact your conclusions.
What kind of identity have you created for yourself on the social media platforms you are researching? How is that identity reflected back in your results? Scrutinize the relationship between your positionality and the platform(s) you’re using.

- How might you account for the possibility of bot accounts on the platforms you’re studying?
- Will you attempt to identify bots, either through tools like Botometer, or through heuristics like this one? Look for ways their presence may shape your findings.

While the steps above can help researchers recognize how nonhuman agents work alongside us to produce social media platforms, the nature of social media is such that we will always rely on algorithms. These algorithms construct the spaces we study, and they respond to the sometimes-overlapping positions we construct as researchers and users of social media platforms. Accordingly, researchers must be mindful of the identities they create on social media, being sure to consider the ethics of these platforms as both user and researcher. Social media platforms are powerful research tools, but they are above all rhetorical, and therefore deserve our continued methodological attention. Acknowledging how social media platforms are constructed—and by whom, or what—enables researchers to enact reflective research practices that recognize the complex rhetoricity of digital technologies.

Endnotes

1. See Krista Kennedy’s book *Textual Curation* for more discussion about the significance of bots and nonhuman authorship.
2. Ferrara et al. provide a useful overview of competing approaches to social media bot identification.
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